
CHAPTER ONE REVIEW

Chapter One, Dublin: See unbiased reviews of Chapter One, rated of 5 on TripAdvisor and ranked #17 of restaurants in
Dublin.

Nice late summer night to sit outside at the beautiful patio. I enjoy the slagging I get when I ring begging for a
table at the last minute, or the ribbing about my indecision when faced with a menu where I want everything
listed. While this was not a cheap lunch and few people are likely to visit Chapter One weekly or even
monthly, given the quality of the ingredients the wine we ordered this was actually good value. Sides and
entree nice. Like the time a reporter called them the pretender to Richard Branson's throne of creative
marketing, and they publicly took offense because they didn't know what the word meant. Our waitress, sorry
forgot her name, awesome, recommended some very nice wines, and could tell she knew her stuff. And
chapter  On our next visit,the food was dissappointing and the portion size of the salmon was tiny for a main
course-maybe 4oz at best. Wood pigeon and foie gras terrine was two generous pink triangles almost an inch
thick and served with fermented and pickled cherries to lift the flavours. Nice clean interior and seated
immediately. Change the music. Of course, the theory is that the chef trains his or her staff so well that the
kitchen is a well-oiled machine that runs efficiently whether or not the boss is in situ, but I wonder if this is
always the case. The memoir part is nice, and I like the product and will buy it if I see it so win for the
organisation , but the book is only going to get 1-star, I want to give it 2-stars but the arrogance and side-ways
writing are too big a hurdle. At Chapter One we are all about the providing our guests with a fantastic dining
experience and we are so pleased to hear you enjoyed yours. It was an 8 oz angus burger and came with
lettuce and tomato on the side. Clam chowder was good too. Anyhow, I am going to finish reading the book.
Laurent Perrier NV is a little under the radar these days but is a solid reliable house with just enough brioche
and creamy textures to please most palates but will not frighten the horses. Don't hesitate to try Chapter One-
if u do make a reservation and try to sit near the window it's such a nice spot in this quaint restaurant. Not all
chefs are as socially adept as the Corkman, who will go down in history as the man who cooked for the Queen.
That muzak slow jazz stuff is not working. A lobster roll was chunk full of lobster and you can get it served
hot and cold. Sat at the bar and enjoyed everything from the appetizers to the entree to the dessert! I feel
comfortable here. And it would be simple for the kitchen to prepare since it would require no cooking. I got
the Burger was was gian and cooked exactly how I ordered it. The tuna was subpar. Warm chocolate mousse
with coffee ice-cream and a contrasting lemon jelly was as good as it sounds and almost disappeared before I
had a chance to grab a taste. Okay food at a high price, which is typical for the Guilford green. We are thrilled
all elements of your experience were 10 out of 10! Spinach salad with warm bacon dressing tasty and good but
not great. Manager checked on us twice! We will not be back and do not recommend. Desserts are often an
afterthought in fine dining restaurants but here they are treated with admirable care and attention. I think that's
all I have for now. For others, a tartare of mackerel alongside an intensely sea-salty gel of sea purslane that
tasty shrub with the pink star-shaped flowers that's a forager's delight and a summery, Instagram-beautiful
plate of violet artichoke with peach, goat's curd and pistachio. They had other vegan options on the menu as
well. Violet and Jerusalem artichoke salad with marinated peach, goats curd and hazelnuts was even better
with bitter sweet artichokes off-set by the crunchy sweet-earthy nuts and just enough sweetness from the
peach and creamy textures from the goat cheese. Staff friendly and service attentive. Burgers were very good.
The heirloom tomato caprese salad was 4 slices of unripened tomato's.


